
History Overview – Year 1

Topic How has my school changed over time?  How has nursing changed over time? What makes our Royal Family so
important?

Linked Books 

Prior learning Chronology
Awareness of some chronological
vocabulary for example today, yesterday.

Invention and Innovation
Understand what technology is currently
used.

Chronology
How to place events in chronological order

Invention and Innovation
Understand how some medical equipment
keeps them healthy.

Chronology
how to place events on a timeline in
chronological order

Monarchy and Power
An understanding that Kings and Queens
have a role of hierarchy (EYFS stories).
Understanding of who the king is currently
from coins, queens’ death.

Historical
concept 

Similarity and difference Cause and consequence Historical significance
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Substantive
Knowledge 

Chronology 
Know that Grove House opened in the
1960s. This was 60 years ago.

Know that some of our parents and
grandparents came to our school.

Invention and Innovation
Know that classroom technology has
changed in the past 50 years - blackboard
instead of interactive boards.

In relation to Grove House Primary…

Know that classroom furniture has
changed (wooden - plastic).

Know that Grove House’s uniform has
changed over the years.

Know that our school building has changed
from the outside.

Know that our classrooms have changed
on the inside.

Know that some things are still the same
as they were 50 years ago in school - for
example,

Chronology
Understand when significant changes in
nursing took place.

Invention and Innovation
Understand how changes in nursing improved
the care given by hospitals.

Know that Florence Nightingale and Mary
Seacole were nurses in 1850. This was over
100 years ago.

Florence Nightingale was a nurse during the
Crimean war.

Florence Nightingale made the soldiers'
hospitals cleaner and changed nursing
practices for the better.

Florence Nightingale set up her own Nursing
school to teach others how to become a nurse.

Mary Seacole went into the battlefields to help
treat soldiers. She used her own money to
travel.

Both nurses each have a statue in London to
commemorate their achievements.

Chronology 
Know that Queen Elizabeth was crowned in
1952.

Know that monarch’s reigns do not
overlap.

Queen Elizabeth was queen for 75 years.

Monarchy and Power
A monarch is a King or Queen.

Kings and Queens are chosen by blood
lines (family).

Queen Elizabeth II was queen of England.

To know what happens at a coronation:
Orb, sceptre.

Queen Elizabeth II was the longest reigning
British Monarch.

The succession of Queen Elizabeth II from
King George VI and King Charles III
following her death in 2022.

There are other other Kings and Queens
around the world - e.g King of Spain.
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Vocabulary Chronological
Decade
Founded
Past
Present
Timeline

Conflict
Victorian
Soldier
Hospital
Nurse
Injured
Statue

Monarchy
Future
Coronation
King
Queen


